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Sacred Texts Main Articles Magazine: Hindu OCRT: Hindu buying CD-ROM buy books about Hindu Vedas Upanishads Puranas other initial texts of Mahaparata Ramajana Bhagava de di vidata modern texts later modern books vidas there are four Vidas, Reg Vida, Sama Vida, Yagore Vida and Veda Veda. The Vedas
are the basic texts of Hinduism. They also had a significant impact on Buddhism, genetics and Sikhism. Traditionally the text was coeval vida with the universe. Scientists have determined that the Fida rig, the oldest of the four Vidas, consisted of about 1,500 before noon, and was about 600 before noon. It is not known
when she was finally committed to writing, but this was probably in the post 300 a.m. The Veda contains hymns, talismans and rituals from ancient India. Along with the Book of the Dead, Enuma Elish, Ana Ching, and Avista, they are among the ancient religious texts that still exist. Besides its spiritual value, it also gives
a unique view of everyday life in India four thousand years ago. Veda is also the most widespread text in The European Indo-Language, and as such invaluable in the study of comparative linguistics. Fida manipulated Vida's translation of Ralph Griffiths [1896] full English translation of Vida's manipulation. Fida (Sanskrit)
manipulation of the entire Fida rig in Sanskrit, in the Unicode Devanagari script and standard Latin characters. Vedic Hymns, Part 1 (SBE 32) Hymns to The Marots, Rodrigues, Fueand and Fata, tr. by V. Max Müller [1891] A masterpiece of linguistics and comparative mythology: translations and in-depth analysis of the
Vedic hymns of the Storm Gods. Vedic Hymns, Part II (SBE 46) Hymns to Sing, tr. by Hermann Oldenberg [1897] Vedic hymns to Sing. Vedic Reader for Students (Excerpts) by A.A. Macdonell [1917] Introduction to The Dramatis by Dramatis By Fida Rig. Sama Vida Sma-Vida translated by Ralph Griffiths [1895] a
collection of hymns used by priests during the sacrifice of Soma. Many of these are duplicated in part or in the hymns are all from Reg Vida. This is a complete translation. Yagore Vida Yagur Vida (Titria Sanheta) Translated by Arthur Peridel Keith [1914] Full translation of The Black Vida Yagore. Yagore Vida is a detailed
guide of the Vedic ritual. Yagorveda's white texts translated by Ralph T.H. Griffiths [1899] Full translation of Yagore Vida Eggs. Atarava Atrava Vida also contains material from Vida's manipulation, but of interest is the numerous talismans and metaphysical texts, which these anthology (part of the Series of Scriptures of
the East) collect and classify. Vida Atharva was written much later than the rest of Vidas, about 200 before noon; It may have been formed about 1000 before noon. Ahardaveda hymn translated by Ralph T.H. Griffiths [1895-6] Translated by Aharva Vida, unabbreviated by Ralph Griffiths. The Atharfa Vida translated by
Maurice Bloomfield [1897] (Holy Books of Volume 42) The Scriptures of the East translated by Atherva Vida. Selected hymns from Atharfa-Vida. The Obanishad is a continuation of The Vedic philosophy, written between 800 and 400 a.m. They are guessing how the Spirit (Atman) can combine with the absolute truth
(Brahms) through meditation and mediation, as well as the doctrine of karma — the cumulative effects of people's actions. The Aanishads (Scriptures in the East, Volumes 1 and 15): The Aanishads, Part I (SBE 1) Max Müller, Translator [1879] And Chandogia, Talavakkara, Atria-Araniaka, Kaushitaki-Brahmana, And
Sam Vaasaneyii Hita Upanishads and Aanishads, Part II (SBE 15) Max Müller, Translator [1884] Katha, Mundaka, Taittirîyaka, Brihadâranyaka, Svetâsvatara, Prasña, and Maitrachana Pranama Obanishads. Thirty Minor Obanishads by K. Narayansfami May [1914] Thirty shorter obanishads, mainly dealing with Yogi
thought and practice. From Obanshades Charles Johnston, translator [1889] translations from Katha, Prasna and Chhandujaya Obanishads. Puranas and Puranas are post-Vedic texts that usually contain a complete account of the history of the universe from creation to destruction, the genealogy of kings, heroes and
dydgods, descriptions of Hindu cosmology and geography. There are 17 or 18 Canon Burana, divided into three categories, each named after weakness: Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva. There are also many other works called Burana, known as Upapuranas. Vishnu Burana by H.H. Wilson [1840] Is a basic text of the
Vaishnava Hindu branch, one of the Canon's purana of vishnu class. Among the useful parts is a cycle of legends of the work of the boyhood of Krishna and Rama. His Highness Wilson was one of the first Europeans to translate a sacred Hindu text from the original Sanskrit. His style and annotations are exceptional and
very readable. Garuda Burana translated by Ernest Wood and S.V. Subrahmanyam [1911] A Vishnu Burana with Dantesque descriptions of the hereafter, details of Hindu funeral rituals. The S'remade Davy Bhâgawatam translated by Swami Vignananda (Harry Prasana Chatterjee) [1921] one of Oboboranas, dedicated
to Davy (goddess). Translated by Davy Jetta Swami Vignananda (Harry Prasana Chatterjee) [1921] The Song of the Goddess. Excerpt from S'rimad Devî Bhâgawatam (above) Prem Sagur (Prem Sagar) by Lalu Lall, translated by W. Hollings [1848] translated in English from the popular Indian novel of krishna's cycle,
based on the tenth book of Bagavatha Burana. The Passing Migration of Brahman 7 was translated by Henry David Thoreau [1931] an excerpt from Harifamsa, a Borani text, translated by the transcendent American philosopher. Kundalini: Mother of the Universe by Rishi Singh Groal [1930] includes an English translation
of Lalita Sahasranama, a thousand names of the goddess, from the Prahana. Other Elementary Texts Mano Laws Bühler, translator [1886] (Holy books from the East, volume 25) Manu was the legendary first man, Adam of Hindus. This is a set of laws attributed to Manu. Vishnu Institutes (SBE 7) Julius Jolly, translator
[1880] (Holy Books of the East, Volume 7) This Hindu legal book contains descriptions of Yogi practices, and a moving hymn to the goddess Pragapati. The Minor Law (SBE 33) was written by Julius Jolly, translator[1880] (Holy Books of the East, Volume 33) Later Hindu law books written by Narada and Prehaspati
around 600 AD. and Satapatha Prahana as a major source of legends in the Vedic era, philosophy and magical practices. The full part of five holy books from The East Satapatha Prahana Now Translated online: Satapatha Brahmana, Part I (SBE12) Satapatha Brahmana, Part II (SBE26) Satapatha Brahmana, Part III
(SBE41) Satapatha Bra Hannah, Part IV (SBE43) Satapatha Brahmana, Part 5 (SBE44) and STRAS Grihya, Part 1 (SBE 29) Hermann Oldenberg, tr. [1886] and Grihya Sutra, Part 2 (SBE 30) Hermann Oldenberg, tr. [1892] Ancient Hindu domestic rituals, including fertility, marriage, purity, initiation, and funerals. The
Mahabhata and Ramayana epics are the national epics of India. It may be the longest poems of any language. Mahabharata attributed to Hakim Viasa was written off from 540 to 300 before noon. Mahabharata tells the myths of the Bharatas, a collection of Aryanvidi. The Ramayana, attributed to the poet Valmiki, was
written during the first century AD, although it was based on oral traditions dating back six or seven centuries earlier. Ramayana is a poignant love story with moral and spiritual themes that have a deep appeal in India to this day. In addition, there is a major Hindu sacred text, Bhagavad Gita, included in the sixth book of
mahabharata. Mahabharata Mahabharata translated by Kesari Mohan Ganguly [1883−96] Digitization of this unabbreviated translation of Mahabharata was a joint project between the scriptures and the Gothenburg project. Mahabharata in Sanskrit text mahabharata with parallel devanagari and Unicode Latin letters.
Ramayana Ramayan of Válmíki translated by Ralph T. H. Griffiths [1870-1874] the first translation of the entire public domain of ramayana to be placed online. Ramayana in Sanskrit text ramayana with parallel Unicode Devanagari and Latin letters. Abbreviated and mahahrata r. translator dot [1899] is a very brief and
readable version of these epics. Indian Idylls Sir Edwin Arnold, translator [1883] more stories of Mahabharata, presented in poetry. Love and Death by The Arobindo Series [1921] The popular story of Roro and Priamfada from Mahabharata. Bhagavad Gita and Gita Bhagavad, usually part of the sixth book of mahabharata
(dating back to about 400 or 300 before noon), is a central text of Hinduism, the Velosviri dialogue between Krishna God and the Arjuna warrior. This is one of the most popular and accessible of all Hindus Read required for anyone interested in Hinduism. Gita discusses selflessness, duty, dedication and meditation, and
the integration of many different threads of Hindu philosophy. The Bhgavadgîtâ (SBE 8) with Sanatsugâtîya and Angîtâ translated Kâshinâth Trembak Telang, (Holy Books of the East, Volume 8) [1882] Translation of scientific prose of Gita Bhagavad with two other similar, less well-known, of the Mahabharata. The
Bhagavad Gita in Sanskrit display unicode of Gita in Roman Sanskrit. Sremad-Bhagavad-Gita from Swami Swarupananda [1909] A modern English prose translation of the Gita with commentary. The Bgavad Gita is a modern prose translation of Gita, endorsed by the International Gita Society. The Bgavad Gita sir Edwin
Arnold, translated [1885] is a classic poetic version of Gita. Vedanta The Vedântâ-Sûtras (SBE 48) with râmânuja commentary, translated by George Tebo; (Holy Books, Volume 48) [1904] and Vedntââ-Sûtras Part I (SBE 34) with commentary by Sanâkarkârya, translated by George Tebo; (Holy Books of the East,
Volume 34) [1890] The Vedântâ-Sûtras Part II (SBE 38) with commentary by Sankarâkârya, translated by George Tebo; (Holy Books of the East, Volume 38) [1896] Christ Jewel of Wisdom and other writings of Φankarâsrya; Translation and commentary by Charles Johnston [1946] Brahma Knowledge by L.D. Barnett
[1911] A short exhibition of Vedanta's Hindu philosophy. The works of The Secret Sankaracharia tr. by S. Ventaraman [1921] identified a selection of works by the non-binary philosopher Vedanta. Subsequent texts of Sutras Yoga by Patanjali by Charles Johnston [1912] this brief work describes an early stage in the
philosophy and practice of yoga. The work dates back to around 150 a.m. and shows bilateral and Buddhist influences. Reading required if you are interested in yoga or meditation. The Yoga Sutras from Patanjali is another translation of this classic text of yoga. Hatha Yoga Pradedika translated by Pancham Sinh [1914]
the oldest work found on Hatha Yoga, including the full Sanskrit text. Dakshinamurti Stotrowa translated by Ady Mahadeva Sastri [1920] Comparing Hindu schools of thought on the nature of reality. Translation of the adage Sánkhya by Kabila by James R. Ballantyne [1885] Kalidasa: Translations of Shakuntala and other
works by Kalidasa, (5th century C.E.) , tr. by Arthur W. Ryder [1914] major dramas of Shakespeare India, including Sckontala. Little Clay Kart by Tr Shudraka by Arthur W. Ryder [1905] early Indian drama, a screwball comedy of literature, with a cast of concubines, kings and villains. Abyat Vimana of Vemana (17th
century), and 17th of Telugo by C.P. Brown [1829] Verses of devotion by the poet of Dravidian south India. Black Marigolds (Caurapañcāāikā) by Bilhana, tr. by Edward Boise Mathers [1919] Free verse translation of Bilhana, 11th century Kashmiri poet. Vikram and The Vampire Tr. by Sir Richard Burton. [1870] From The
Sherzad Vampire. Hymns by Tamil Saifit Saints tr. by F. Kingsbury and G.P. Phillips [1829] Popular Tamil devotional poetry by worshippers of ShivaUllah. Kabir's Great Songs, tr. by Rabindranath Tagore, by Evelyn Ndwell; Kabir tried to find common ground between Hindus and Muslims. Vashisht yoga or heaven found
by Rishi Singh Gherwal [1930] extracts from the shortest yoga Vasishta modern books relax with yoga by Arthur Lepers [1960] introduction to modern Raja Joja, with images of asanas. Great Yoga Systems by Ernest Wood [1954] Review of Yuji Systems. Decane's old days by Mary Freer [1868] Ramakrishna, his life and
his words by V. Max Mueller [1898] words collected from a Hindu sage from a humble background who transcended arbitrary religious boundaries. The Ramakrishna Gospel by Mahindra Nath Gupta, by Swami Abhidananda [1907] direct accounts of the Bengali holy man who preached the unity of religions. Hindu, Vedic
and Burani legends by W.J. Wilkins [1900] Detailed wandering of Hindu gods and goddesses. How to be yogi by Swami Abhidananda [1902] Road Map of Yogi Schools. Twenty-two goblins by Arthur W. Ryder [1912] Indian Tales by Joseph Jacobs [1912] Indian Legend and Legend by Donald A. Mackenzie [1913] Hindu
mythology from the earliest ages through Mahabharata and Rayamaya. Karma-Yoga by Swami Vikananda [1921] Can the work be sacred? Hindu Mysticism by S.N. Dasgupta [1927] Writings of Sister Nivedita (Margaret E. Noble) Kali Mother by Sister Nivedita (Margaret E. Noble) [1900] Writings of Sister Nivedita
devotional to the goddess Kali mother. Indian Life Network of Sister Nivedita (Margaret E. Noble) [1904] Studies from the Eastern House of Sister Nivedita (Margaret E. Nobel[1913] Writings of Rabindrananath Tagore Gitanjali [1913] Sadhana, Realization of Life [1915] Crescent Moon [1916] Fruit Collection [1916] Stray
Birds [1916] House and World [1915] Effects of Thought [1921] Kabîr Songs [1915] Indian Stories of F.W. Among Also Articles of Hindu Interest: Sacred SexualIty [1925] Ananga Ranga, and more. Sanskrit dictionary also refers to Sanskrit resources in WordGumbo.com [external site] and yogi biography links by
Paramenza Yogananda [1946] [external site]
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